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A B S T R A C T

A study on the percolation characteristics of single-phase flow in rough fractures at high rates representing
hydraulic fracturing conditions is presented. Two-dimensional transparent models of fractures obtained from
different rock types (granite, marble and limestone) were reproduced by molding. To represent typical hydraulic
fracturing fluids, water and polymeric solutions were injected at a constant flow rate. The inlet pressure was
continuously monitored to correlate the permeability changes due to surface roughness of fractures. The fluid
distributions were also mapped using the images acquired through the experiments. The surface roughness was
quantified using three fractal methods (variogram, power spectral density, and triangular prism) and the ratio of
total and planar areas, and these parameters were correlated to the percent wetted areas and pressure drop (i.e.,
permeability). This exercise was performed on joint type and horizontally displaced (sheared) model fractures.

The percentage of planar flow wetted area representing invasion percolation and pressure drop changed
remarkably with rock types. Both parameters were controlled by grain size and the surface roughness of
fractures. Increasing degree of the roughness caused a decrease in permeability and area wetted by fluid. Models
generated from bigger grain size rocks showed more channeling and a lower percentage of fluid wetted areas as
well as lower pressure drop (higher permeability). The variogram fractal dimension showed better agreements
among other methods for both fluid (water and polymeric solution) and fracture types (joint and horizontally
displaced).

1. Introduction

Flow of Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids in fractures is
commonly encountered in different industrial applications including
hydraulic fracturing. The distribution of these fluids carrying prop-
pants is critically important to create and maintain the conductivity of
the fractures. The common approach followed by practitioners in
estimating the conductivity capacity is the assumption of two parallel
smooth plates (smooth surfaces) to represent the fracture and applying
Darcy's law:
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where Q is the flow rate, L is the length of fracture, ΔP is the pressure
drop through the length of the fracture, A is the cross sectional area, k
is permeability, and µ is the fluid viscosity.

If the fracture surface is considered as a smooth planar area, the
permeability of fracture (kf) is defined according to the parallel plate

model as follows 1:
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where b is the aperture of the fracture; i.e., the distance between two
plates. Since the relation of flow rate with pressure drop in a length of
fracture is given by Darcy's law:
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Then, flow through fracture with fracture permeability in a cross-
sectional area of A=Wb is defined according to cubic law as:
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3

(4)

where b and W are the average aperture and the width of the fracture.
The flat plate model is inadequate for predicting permeability in

fractures as the change of the aperture width results in inconsistent
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values of permeability.2 With a decrease in the wavelength of the
fracture wall due to roughness the overall aperture decreases, which
yields a decrease in the permeability of fracture.3,4 It was reported by
Tsang5 that the predicted value of flow rate for a real rough fracture
using the parallel plate assumption can be three or more orders of
magnitude higher than the actual value of that fracture. Similarly,
Brown6 showed that with the assumption of smooth fracture surfaces,
the flow rate predicted by cubic law can be 70–90% higher than
realistic (rough) representation of surface fractures. In fact, when fluid
flows in smooth fractures, the velocity profiles are ideally parabolic;
this is not the case in the presence of surface roughness.

Oron and Berkowitz7 and Berkowitz8 questioned the validity of
cubic law. Berkowitz8 remarked the adequacy of cubic law for rough
rock fractures to be an open question due to the difficulty in obtaining
reliable data of aperture. The cubic law in Eq. (4) derived by the Darcy's
law exhibits a linearly proportional relationship between the flow rate
and pressure drop for a flow through two parallel smooth plates. But,
the presence of surface roughness can cause the formation of different
flow regimes in real fractures. Linear relation between the flow rate and
pressure drop was observed in some laboratory flow tests performed on
rough fractures.9,10 On the other hand, the commonly reported flow
regimes in the literature have usually been the non-linear types for
rough fractures. For instance, cubic11 and quadratic11,12 relationships
were reported from the results of both experiments and simulations.
Qian et al.13 defined an empirical exponential function. Similarly, the
characteristics of flow were also non-Darcian in the experimental works
of Chen et al.14 and Qian et al.15 The geometrical model proposed by
Javadi et al.16 suggested a polynomial expression, similar to the
Forchheimer law. Therefore, flow in rough fracture surfaces cannot
sufficiently be characterized by cubic law (Eq. (4)). Additional physical
and theoretical parameters such as distribution of asperities should be
incorporated into cubic law.17

Adjacent rough walls of a fracture may perfectly match and
thoroughly contact each other forming a tightly closed joint type
fracture.18 The normal (or vertical) displacement of such a horizontal
single fracture in the direction that is perpendicular to the mean
fracture plane without any horizontal (shear) displacement may cause
the formation of a constant aperture field within the fracture. On the
other hand, any horizontal (or shear) offset of such a fracture with or
without normal opening may result in mismatching fracture walls and
thus variable aperture structure. Roughness can be neglected for large
fracture openings, in which case the parallel plate model may be
relevant to flow whereas for a small opening less than roughness,
aperture fluctuations are controlled by the height distribution of the.19

The resistance of fluid to flow through variable openings caused by
surface roughness leads to diverted flow around asperities in contact
and to take a tortuous flow path.20 Tortuous flow path is controlled by
the hydraulic aperture, which decreases with increasing surface rough-
ness and, eventually, affects the permeability of fracture.5,21,22

Variation of surface roughness depends on rock type and its material
grain size.23–25 Meanwhile, mismatching of two surfaces is formed as a
result of shear displacement, which leads to redistribution of asperities
(variable aperture structure) and increase in heterogeneity.26–29 Then,
aperture distribution broadens with increasing mismatching and this
results in a more challenging type flow and thereby an increase in
fracture connectivity.3,30 Horizontal (shear) displacement of a fracture
induces an anisotropic aperture field that is significantly larger in the
direction perpendicular to the movement, and this causes long flow
channels to form in that direction through which a higher effective
permeability occurs.28,31 All these observations were also supported by
visualization studies.25,32–35 These studies verify that surface rough-
ness is a significant parameter and can lead to a considerable difference
from the parallel smooth plate model. The main problem is to quantify
these effects for a wide range of rock, fracture and fluid types to
eventually incorporate the roughness effect into the flow equations.

In our earlier studies, the roughness effect was qualitatively and

quantitatively analyzed for single phase flow in deformable (dilating)
fractures25 and multiphase flow.24,25 These studies were conducted at
the flow conditions applicable to natural flow or water-gas injection to
enhance oil/gas recovery. Therefore, the injection rates were relatively
low. The objective of this paper is to examine the flow of Newtonian
and non-Newtonian fluids at much higher rates that are applicable to
hydraulic fracturing conditions. This type of high rate application is
particularly important for distributing the proppant injected through-
out the fracture as uniformly as possible to maintain hydraulic
conductivity during the production stage.

Di Federico36 derived a governing equation for non-Newtonian
power law fluid flow taking the tortuosity effect into account. For one-
dimensional idealized fractures, his approach demonstrated that
fracture permeability decreases with increasing flow tortuosity and
neglecting tortuosity leads to an overestimation of fracture perme-
ability. The recommendation Di Federico36 made was further experi-
mental work, especially on a real fracture with variable aperture
structure to validate his prediction. In his review paper, Lavrov37

pointed out that current knowledge and understanding of non-
Newtonian fluid flow in realistic self-affine rough fractures is by far
weaker than that of Newtonian fluid flows in fractured and porous
media despite its practical importance to be invaluable for optimization
of technologies in drilling and oil production. In this study, the
laboratory experiments of Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluid flow
were carried out in joint type and horizontally displaced (sheared)
model fractures representing different roughness characteristics (gran-
ite, marble, and limestone) and quantitative analyses were performed
using fractal properties of fracture surfaces. The quantitative and visual
data of fluid flow were collected from the experiments performed on
the joint and horizontally displaced (sheared) fractures by injecting
water and polymer solution. The degree of roughness was described by
several fractal methods (variogram analysis, power spectral density
analysis, and triangular prism surface area method) and using the ratio
between total and planar areas of the surfaces. Then, correlations
between the roughness parameters and wetted areas and fracture
permeability were sought for Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids
flowing in joint and horizontally displaced (sheared) fractures.

2. Experimental methodology

2.1. Sample preparation

Seven lithologically different rock types were used in this study to
present a wide range of fracture roughness types. Thin sections were
prepared from these rock samples and inspected under polarized
microscope using point counting technique for exact nomenclature
and petrographic description based on the composition of constituent
minerals, textural properties, and granularity (grain size). Minimum,
maximum, and average sizes of the grains were directly measured on
these thin sections under polarized microscope. Brief petrographic
descriptions and granularities obtained are presented in Table 1.
Sample images taken from the thin sections under polarized micro-
scope are visualized in Fig. 1a. We could not perform this inspection
process for the sample Fr1 as it is quite difficult to prepare a thin
section from this sample due to its crumbling nature when cutting.
Thus, only a macroscopic description was made for this sample.

Seven rock samples of different kinds (granite, marble, and lime-
stone) with dimensions 20×20×20 cm were fractured under tension
(modified Brazilian test). Then, single fracture models square in shape
with a side length of 20 cm were produced by a series molding and
casting processes of the created rock fractures (Fig. 1b). To visualize
the experiments, the upper part was made of transparent polyurethane
while the lower part was manufactured using a non-transparent
rubber. One model's (Fr.4s) both sides were made of solid transparent
polyurethane as an exception. The details of the procedure followed to
prepare fracture models are provided in Develi and Babadagli.25
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Various types of fracture samples have been used as the material in
the flow experiments performed for understanding and modeling
transport properties of single fractures in rocks. Among those, natural
fractures by Piggott and Elsworth,38 Hakami and Larsson,9 and Chen
et al.39; artificially jointed tensile fractures by Konzuk and Kueper12

and Watanabe et al.,10 replica models produced from both types by Yeo
et al.,26 Zimmerman et al.,11 Lee et al.,40 and Jiang et al.41; artificially
roughened parallel rock plates by Faoro et al.42; semi-fracture models
by Schmittbuhl et al.,43 and; idealized fracture models with simulated
roughness by Qian et al.,13 Chen et al.,14 and Qian et al.15 can be
exemplified. In this study, we preferred to perform our experiments on
the transparent replica models of real rough surfaces obtained from
artificially created tensile fractures to be able to visualize the flow
within the fracture. Rough replica models, similar to ours, with silicone
rubber bottom parts and transparent epoxy upper parts were used in
flow tests.31 The rough models (or replicas) of artificially created tensile
fractures with silicone rubber lower parts and transparent polyur-
ethane upper parts constitute the boundary conditions of our flow
experiments regarding the model design.

2.2. Fracture surface characterization

Man-made objects of the traditional Euclidean space with regular
geometry like points, planes, and prisms (or spheres) have simple
topological dimensions being one, two and three, respectively. Yet,
complex shapes of real world images like coastlines, mountains, river
stream networks, clouds, etc., need a different quantification approach
as their dimensions usually exceed the topological dimension.
Mandelbrot44 introduced the concept of fractal geometry to describe
these objects quantitatively. Shortly after this, various techniques to
calculate the fractal dimension were proposed and applied to many
different natural phenomena in different disciplines. Klinkenberg45

provided an extensive review of these techniques. After its application
to metal fracture surface characterization,46 a great interest was
devoted to the surfaces of rock fractures for the same purpose.
Methods such as divider (or compass), box counting, triangular prism
surface area, roughness-length, variogram, and spectral analysis are
among the most commonly applied for roughness characteriza-
tion.18,47–51 According to the fractal theory, fractal dimension (D)
values between 1 and 2 are expected for roughness profiles (i.e., 1D
data set). Similarly, it will be between 2 and 3 for rock fracture surfaces
(i.e., 2D data sets). Higher values of fractal dimension mean rougher
surfaces. In other words, increasing fractal dimension is an indication
of more rough surfaces.

In this study, the surface roughness of fracture models were first
scanned through a fully computer-controlled surface scanner and then
quantified by fractal dimensions using the variogram, power spectral
density, and triangular prism surface area methods, and also by a
statistical parameter as the ratio between total and planar fracture
surface areas. 3D digital images of scanned fracture surfaces shown in
Fig. 1b are presented in Fig. 1c. The values of estimated fractal

dimension and area ratio for seven fracture models are summarized
in Table 1. The detailed information about the surface scanner used
and the methods for roughness quantification can be found in Develi
and Babadagli34,51 and Babadagli et al.35

Self-similarity and self-affinity are two important concepts in fractal
geometry and they define different scaling properties of natural objects.
For a self-similar fractal object, an isotropically magnified portion
seems statistically similar to the original whereas a magnified portion
of a self-affine fractal object remains statistically similar to the original
only if it is scaled anisotropically.52,53 Many investigators50,51,53–60

handled rock fracture surfaces using self-affine characteristics deter-
mined by techniques to measure the fractal characteristics such as
variogram, power spectral density, and roughness-length measure-
ment.

Sakellariou et al.55 classified two groups of fractal methods as being
geometric and statistical. Divider, box counting, and area-perimeter
methods were sorted under the geometric group and were recom-
mended for self-similar sets while the spectral and variance analyses in
statistical group were suggested for self-affine sets. Carr and Benzer61

presented a comprehensive and comparative analysis of the divider,
spectral, and variogram methods. In the estimation of fractal dimen-
sion, they distinguished two fractal concepts in practice based on the
geometry (shape) and the stochastic notion. As such, the divider
method was explained to resolve the shape of an object or function
and the complexity of shape as a function of scale whereas spectral and
variogram methods were reported to resolve the stochastic nature of an
object or function. They recommended that the divider method is
useful if the analysis of geometry (shape) is the primary objective. It
involves a physical measurement (geometric) process and yields a
fractal dimension, which is a measure of complexity of shape. Yet, if the
objective of a fractal analysis is better understanding of the behavior of
a y versus x plot or a z versus x-y plot, stochastic (i.e., spectral and
variogram) methods are useful.

The triangular prism surface area method used in this study is
conceptually quite similar to the divider method. It can be evaluated as
the extension of the one-dimensional divider method into the two
dimensions, algorithmically. The difference is that this method ana-
lyzes the fractality of the fracture surfaces using 2D data sets while
divider method works on 1D data sets of the profiles extracted from
those surfaces. Thus, on the basis of the classification made in Ref. 61 it
can be said that the triangular prism surface area method makes shape
(or geometry) analyze on the fracture surfaces as the divider method
does on the profiles. The other two methods used in this study
(variogram and power spectral density) analyze the stochastic nature
of profiles and surfaces, respectively, as discussed in the paragraph
above.

Babadagli and Develi60 analyzed the effect of the number of data
points in a data set on the accurate estimation of fractal dimension
using the variogram and power spectral density methods. They
compared the actual fractal dimensions of the synthetically generated
self-affine fBm surfaces of different sizes with the calculated ones. It

Table 1
Lithological descriptions of the rock samples and the calculated roughness parameters25.

Fracture model Rock type Dva Dpsd Dtp At/Ap Average grain size (AGS), mm

FR.1 Beige limestone with abundant coarse fossil shells 1.373 2.277 2.012 1.145 Not measurable
FR.2 Semi re-crystalized micritic pink limestone 1.263 2.558 2.007 1.079 0.4
FR.3 Micro- fossiliferous pisolitic beige limestone 1.303 2.266 2.007 1.061 0.3
FR.4s Coarse grained white marble 1.39 2.418 2.009 1.098 3
FR.5 Holocrystalline amphibole granite 1.299 2.335 2.008 1.083 2
FR.6 Micritic cemented, fissured beige limestone with abundant amount of fossils 1.29 2.3 2.010 1.115 0.8
FR.7 Medium-coarse grained white marble 1.326 2.321 2.006 1.072 1.5
Flat – 1 2 2 1 –

D: fractal dimension; At/Ap: ratio between total surface area (At) and planar surface area (Ap); Subscripts – va: variogram analysis; psd: power spectral density; tp: triangular prism;
Boths sides of model Fr.4s is made of solid transparent plastic.
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Fig. 1. a Images of the thin sections under polarized microscope. b Top and side views of fracture models.62 The thickness of the model varies slightly model by model. c 3D digital
representations of 2D data sets obtained through fully computer-controlled surface scanning device.25
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was observed that the best results were reached for 128×128 and
512×512 data sets in variogram method when the maximum lag
distance was 10% of the total number of the data points. The power
spectral density method yielded the best agreement for 128×128 data
sets. For smaller sample sizes (e.g., 16×16 and 32×32), underestimated
values were obtained. When the sample size was increased (e.g.,
512×512 and 1024×1024), the fractal dimension values lower than
2.5 were considerably overestimated while the values higher than 2.5
reflected a reasonable agreement. Both methods are sensitive to the
data size as also pointed in Refs. 53,57,58 Thus, the size of the data
point to be 190×190 in our study satisfies the requirements proposed
in Ref. 60 for proper handling of both variogram and power spectral
density methods.

2.3. Experimental setup – fluids – analysis

The experimental set-up consists of a model holder, syringe pump,
pressure transducer, and camera as described by in Refs. 62,63
(Fig. 2a). A 500 ml reservoir, fed continuously with a pump, was
attached to introduce the injected fluid into the model uniformly. This

created a 2-D (planar) displacement. The pressure in the injection end
was continuously recorded and images were acquired periodically. To
create clear boundaries of the displacement front for further image
processing, a fluorescent dye was added into water and photos were
taken in a dark room condition under UV black light source to make the
dyed fluid visible. Details on the experimental set-up can be found in
Ref. 62

Two-dimensional experiments were performed by injecting water
and polymer solution (0.03 wt% Xanthan Gum) in joint and horizon-
tally displaced (sheared) fractures located horizontally at a flow rate of
204 ml/min. This was the highest possible rate we could pump with our
system while being able to inject proppants effectively. The Reynolds
number XG solution (0.03%) was calculated as 3.12 (in the laminar
flow region) using the following formula suggested for the power law
fluids (Re PL)

64:

D v ρ
K

Re = ( )
8 ( )

PL
H

n n

n n
n

n

2−

−1 3 + 1
4 (5)

where n and K are the power law constants obtained from Fig. 2b

Fig. 1. (continued)
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Fig. 2. a—Schematic of experimental set-up.62 b—Shear stress vs, shear rate data for 0.03% Xantham Gum solution. c—Viscosity vs. shear rate data for 0.03% Xantham Gum solution.
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(0.7409 and 0.0212, respectively). ρ is the density of the solution
(1000 kg/m3), DH is the hydraulic diameter (4×area/wetted perimeter)
obtained as 0.00396 m. To obtain the average velocity (ν), the cross
sectional area was calculated using the average aperture of 0.002 m and
the model width of 0.2 m. The viscosity change with the shear rate is
shown in Fig. 2c. Note that, in this calculation, an average aperture was
used based on the spacer size (2 mm) to obtain a “rough” idea about the
flow type through the Reynolds number and the change in the aperture
due to roughness was not considered.

Typically, shear rates observed in fracturing operations are much
higher than this.65 Xanthan Gum (XG) is a biopolymer, commonly used
for non-crosslinked (linear) polymer gels.66 It is generally accepted that
proppant transport is mainly governed by the low shear rate viscosity
(LSRV) of the fluid.67,68 XG is a very good viscosifier and it also has
very high low shear rate viscosity (LSRV), and therefore has excellent
solids suspension ability.52,69 In all cases, fluids were injected at a
constant flow rate while measuring pressure drop across the length of
the fracture continuously. As all the models were identical in dimen-
sions and the same spacers (2 mm) were used (fixed aperture in all
models), the differential pressure measured was directly proportional
to permeability. Thereby, any change in the pressure (and permeabil-
ity) was due to roughness, which differed sample by sample.

As mentioned above, in the images taken during the experiments,
the area wetted can be distinguished from dry area by adding
fluorescent dye into the injected fluids and using UV light source. All
images were scaled to have the same number of pixels and then flow
wetted surface area was measured using ImageJ program.70 The
percentage area wetted by water and XG solutions was calculated
using:

FWA (%) = flow wetted area
total area

× 100
(6)

Note that pressure drops and wetted areas are calculated after the
stabilization is reached. This means the model is fully filled with a
single phase (water or polymer solution) representing stabilized flow
and the injected fluid has already broken through.

3. Results and discussion

The results were presented for two types of fluids (water and
polymer solution) and fractures (joint and horizontally displaced). For
each case, the pressure drop (permeability) and wetted areas were
correlated to three fractal dimensions representing self-affine (vario-
gram, Dva, and power spectral density analysis, Dpsd being stochastic
methods) and self-similar (triangular prism, Dtp, being a geometric or
shape method) nature of the surfaces as well as the ratio between total
and planar areas of the fracture surfaces At/Ap. The analyses were
performed considering three parameters, namely rock type, roughness
(quantified by different fractal dimensions and AT/Ap ratio), and
average grain size.

3.1. Joint fractures: water and polymer injection

3.1.1. Water injection on joint fracture models
The images at two different times (beginning and at the end of

experiments) for water and polymer solution are shown in Fig. 3. Note
that the steady-state was reached quickly (even before 20 s) and images
shown in this figure represent stable pressure (steady-state) condition
as reported by Raimbay et al.62 Expectedly, polymer solution sweep
was much more successful and less affected by the roughness.
Channeling was obvious in the case of water (Fr.1, Fr.2, Fr.3, Fr.4s,
and Fr.7). Polymer solution area coverage (wetted area) was affected by
local roughness and unwetted areas were formed in the form of
“pockets” of small (Fr.1, Fr.4s) and larger (Fr.2, Fr.3) sizes. Note that
these are typically limestone, having small grain sizes, except Fr.4s.
Other samples (Fr.5, Fr.6, Fr.7) showed almost perfect sweep (or

wetting) with the polymer solution at the end of the experiment. When
compared to the water flow, higher pressure drop occurred during the
polymer flow as a result of its lower mobility due to higher viscosity,
which caused spatially more homogenous sweeping of the larger areas
without any considerable tortuous flow channeling. But, in the case of
water, the flow path preferentially followed the channels through,
where releasing the energy is much easier for a fluid with lower
viscosity and thus higher mobility. In these experiments, the injection
rate (204 ml/min) was on the rather low side, as mentioned earlier,
corresponding to a linear velocity of 1 mm/min and Newtonian shear
rate of 0.02 1/sec. Typically at these low shear rates, Xanthan Gum
solutions show very high viscosity; i.e., high LSRV.52,69 High viscosity
of the polymer fluid reduces the mobility and enhances the areal sweep
efficiency. This well known fact has been extensively used for increas-
ing recovery factor from heavy oil reservoir using polymer flooding
technique.71,72

For a quantitative analysis, the wetted areas by water were plotted
against Dva, Dpsd, Dtp, and At/Ap in Fig. 4. The trends are indicated
using dashed lines. Two distinct correlations were observed in all four
cases and all based on the fractal dimensions. Lower and higher fractal
dimensions showed two different -linear- trends regardless the grain
size and rock type. The only exception is Fr.1, which yielded the highest
Dtp and At/Ap, and second highest Dva. Although it obeyed the trend
in the case of Dva (red circles in Fig. 4a), this particular samples (Fr.1)
did not fall into any other two correlations in the cases of Dtp and At/
Ap. Higher variogram dimension means more “wiggly,” rough, or less
correlated systems. This type of porous rocks results in fracture
roughness with shorter wavelength but higher wave number (or
frequency). Babadagli et al.35 conducted multiphase flow (displace-
ment) experiments on Fr.1 sample and, in accordance with our
observations, observed residual water saturation development as small
pockets due to “small scale” roughness (not a strong “wetting” nature).
This is the characteristic of this type of limestone rock that presents
roughness at the grain scale due to small grain size and porous
structure (short wavelength type roughness). In fact, Fr.1 showed the
highest number of “isles” for the polymer solution case and severe
channeling for the water case (Fig. 3).

The area wetted by water was higher in the models with lower
variogram dimensions (e.g., Dva < 1.3), indicating that the degrees of
roughness were lower and, as the grain size increased, more area was
wetted. The same behavior is observed for the higher fractal dimen-
sions (e.g., Dva > 1.3), but the change in the wetted area was not as
sensitive to the fractal dimension and grain size as in the case of Dva <
1.3. Sensitivity to the grain size was not systematically observed for the
other three roughness parameters Dpsd, Dtp and At/Ap, even though a
similar trend to the case of Dva were captured.

Similar observations were reported in the literature. Schmittbuhl
et al.43 showed that coarse grain size of fracture increases the
wavelength of fracture opening and hence, increases conductivity as
well as the area wetted by the injected fluid. Develi and Babadagli25

reported a similar behavior; i.e., Dva ≈1.3 is a threshold that separates
the distinct behaviors with different slopes. Note that their injection
rates were in the acceptable ranges to represent single phase flow in
subsurface reservoirs while our injection rate was much higher to
represent hydraulic fracture (high pressure injection) conditions. For
their injection rate conditions (nearly 10 times smaller than our
injection rates), they observed a decreasing trend in wetted areas with
increasing DVA and At/Ap. It should also be emphasized that although
we used the same model fractures in this study as in Develi and
Babadagli,25 we kept them open by using 2 mm spacer to represent
hydraulic fracture opening under high pressure and stress while their
-joint- fracture models were tightly closed.

Interestingly, the trends are similar in terms of the grain size and
fractal dimension and rock type in the cases of Dtp and At/Ap.
Although the latter is not a fractal characteristic, these two roughness
parameters represent the self-similar (or geometric shape), nature of
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Fig. 3. Planar view of water and polymer (Xanthan Gum) solution flow in the joint fracture models given in Table 1. Blue areas correspond to air and yellow is dyed water/polymer
solution (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.).
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Fig. 3. (continued)
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the fracture surface; i.e., spatial distribution of the futures (roughness).
Hence, they can be used alternately to cover this type of characteristics
of the roughness.

A similar exercise was done for the pressure drop to account for the
effect of roughness on the hydraulic conductivity of rough fractures
(Fig. 5). Distinguishable trends also exist and are indicated by the
dashed lines in Fig. 5. Fr.1, as similar to the previous wetted area
analysis, is off-trend in all cases given in Fig. 5. Other than this sample,
the variogram plot (Fig. 5a) showed that increasing fractal dimension
and grain size resulted in decreasing pressure drop regardless of the
rock type. Two characteristic behaviors (trends) are clearly seen and
Dva=~1.3 is a threshold that separates these two distinct behaviors.
Although a similar declining trend was captured in the case of Dpsd,
there was no specific trend in terms of grain size or fractal dimension
(Fig. 5b).

The two trends were identical for Dtp and At/Ap (Fig. 5c-d). As the
Dtp and At/Ap increases pressure drop decreases and more pressure
drop is observed for the high Dtp and At/Ap values and smaller grain
sizes, which correspond to the limestone cases (Fr.3, Fr.6, and Fr.1).

Similar to the wetted area cases discussed above, we observed an
opposite trend to the work of Develi and Babadagli.25 Fig. 5 shows a
systematic decrease in pressure drop (or increase in permeability) with
increasing DVA, Dpsd, Dtp and At/Ap. Using the same models but with
much lower injection rates (10 times), Develi and Babadagli25 observed
a decreasing trend of permeability with increasing DVA (they did not
provide any analysis using other three roughness parameters). These
observations imply that the flow rate (and the stress created by
fracturing process) critically alters the hydraulic behavior and amplifies
the effect of roughness. Therefore, one should be careful in selecting
proper model (or correlation) representing the physics of the process in
simulating the hydraulic behavior of fractures. In any event, the four
parameters tested in the present paper (extremely high injection rate
for hydraulic fracturing cases) and Develi and Babadagli25 (low

injection rate representing natural flow) can be used in correlations
to incorporate the roughness.

3.1.2. Polymer (Xanthan Gum) solution injection on joint fracture
models

Although the swept (wetted) areas were remarkably larger in this
case compared to those of water injection (Fig. 3), the trends were
similar when the wetted area was plotted against Dva (Fig. 6a). As the
fractal dimension and grain sizes increased, the wetted areas increased
linearly and two distinct trends were observed. Fr.2, Fr.5, and Fr.6
representing lower fractal dimensions showed a trend as similar to the
water case. In both trends, increasing grain size resulted in a larger
wetted area.

When the wetted area was plotted against Dpsd, for the rock
samples of Fr.1, Fr.3, and Fr.6, the trend was the same trend as in the
water case. However, high fractal dimension and larger grains size
samples showed a different behavior (Fig. 6b). Dtp and At/Ap plots
showed identical trends as similar to the water case, but it was difficult
to capture a correlation with respect to the fractal dimension and grain
sizes (Fig. 6c-d).

Viscous nature of polymer solution not only increased the planar
area wetted with the fluid but also affected the pressure drop (it is
remarkably higher than the water injection case as reported by
Raimbay et al.63 due to increased pressure causing the dilation of the
fracture and penetration of the injected fluid into the closure areas.
However, the trends were similar as in water case (Fig. 7) when the
pressure drop was plotted against Dva and Dpsd. On the other hand,
no distinct trends were obtained when Dtp and At/Ap were correlated
to the pressure drop (Fig. 7c-d) unlike the water case given in Fig. 5c-d.

Fig. 4. Wetted areas correlated to different roughness parameters (variogram analysis, power spectral density and triangular prism fractal dimensions, and ratio of total area to planar
area) for seven fracture models. Fluid injected: Water. Fracture type: Joint. AGS: Average grain size.
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Fig. 5. Pressure drops (permeability) correlated to different roughness parameters (variogram analysis, power spectral density and triangular prism fractal dimensions, and ratio of total
area to planar area) for seven fracture models. Fluid injected: Water. Fracture type: Joint. AGS: Average grain size. 1 psi=6896 Pa.

Fig. 6. Wetted areas correlated to different roughness parameters (variogram analysis, power spectral density and triangular prism fractal dimensions, and ratio of total area to planar
area) for seven fracture models. Fluid injected: Polymer (Xanthan Gum) solution. Fracture type: Joint. AGS: Average grain size.
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3.2. Sheared fractures: water injection in 5 mm horizontally
(sheared) displaced models

The images captured at the beginning and at the end of the
experiments on six horizontally displaced (5 mm) models are shown
in Fig. 8. The wetted area in the sheared fracture cases is systematically
higher than in the joint type fracture cases (Fig. 3) but the displace-
ment patterns are visually identical. Table 2 shows the comparison of
the wetted areas for the joint type and horizontally displaced fractures.
The change in the wetted area is at the same ratio for the four cases
(Fr.2, Fr.6, Fr.1, Fr.4s) but Fr.3 and Fr.7 yielded much larger wetted
areas in the sheared case (Fig. 9). These two models were limestone
and marble but possessed Dva corresponding to the threshold values
mentioned before (~1.3). In this case, a linear trend of decreasing
wetted areas with increasing Dva (Fig. 9a) instead of a bi-linear trend
was observed for the joint case (Fig. 4a). On the other hand, Fr.3 and
Fr.7 had low Dpsd, Dtp and At/Ap values. Note that these two samples
had the largest (Fr.7) and smallest (Fr.3) grain sizes.

Similar to the joint case (Fig. 4b), the bi-linear trend can be
pronounced when Dpsd was used as the roughness parameter
(Fig. 9b). No correlation was observed with the Dtp and At/Ap unlike
the joint type fracture samples. All these indicate that Dva can still be
used as the roughness parameters in the case of sheared fractures.

With a 5 mm horizontally displaced model, a degree of pressure
reduction (permeability increase) was observed (Fig. 10). This reduc-
tion is very minimal in the cases of Fr.3, Fr.4s and Fr.6, which
corresponded to two limestone samples with Dva values near the
threshold value (~1.3) (Fr.3 and Fr.4). Note that the Fr.4s model had
marble on both sides but possessed the highest fractal dimension. A bi-
linear trend can be pronounced in Fig. 10a for the horizontally
displaced case.

Although no systematic correlation was obtained, a similar trend to
the joint case (Fig. 5b) was observed when Dpsd was used as the
roughness parameter. Interestingly, Dtp and At/Ap yielded linear

correlations (identical to each other) and increasing values of these
parameters resulted in an increase in pressure (permeability reduction)
(Fig. 10c-d), which is opposite to the joint fracture cases (Fig. 5c-d).

4. Qualitative analysis

In general, the wetted area increased with increasing Dva, Dpsd,
Dtp and At/Ap for the water injection through joint-type fracture
model cases. This behavior showed much stronger dependency to the
average grain size (AGS) for the case of Dva; i.e., the wetted area
increased with increasing AGS following the same trend as increasing
Dva. This can be attributed to linear relationship between the grain size
and Dva.

25 The trends in the cases of Dtp and At/Ap were quite similar
to each other in terms of roughness, grain size, and rock type.

A systematic decrease in pressure drop with increasing Dva, Dpsd,
Dtp and At/Ap was generally observed. This relationship was stronger
in the case of Dva. The trends of Dtp and At/Ap were identical to each
other as it was experienced in the wetted area case.

The variation of the wetted area against the Dva and the grain size
were quite clear in the polymer injection through joint-type fracture
models; i.e., the higher the fractal dimension and the grain size are, the
larger the wetted area is. In the case of Dpsd, no certain trend was
captured. The trends of the cases of Dtp and At/Ap were considerably
similar but no distinct correlation was observed.

The declining trend of pressure drop was strong as Dva and grain
size increased, especially for the lower fractal dimension samples. Yet,
no correlation was obtained for the case of Dpsd as well as Dtp and At/
Ap. But, the trends were quite similar to each other as observed in the
wetted area analysis for Dtp and At/Ap.

The wetted areas showed a decreasing linear trend with increasing
Dva in the water injection through horizontally displaced fracture
models. Dpsd tended to show a bilinear trend, but, the correlation was
not as strong as that of Dva. Dtp and At/Ap showed no correlation. Dtp
and At/Ap yielded increasing linear correlations with pressure drop

Fig. 7. Pressure drop (permeability) correlated to different roughness parameters (variogram analysis, power spectral density and triangular prism fractal dimensions, and ratio of total
area to planar area) for seven fracture models. Fluid injected: Polymer (Xanthan Gum) solution. Fracture type: Joint. AGS: Average grain size. 1 psi=6896 Pa.
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unlike the joint-type fracture case.
Thus, if an assessment has to be made regarding the individual

success of the four roughness parameters (Dva, Dpsd, Dtp and At/Ap)
in terms of their ability to explain the physics of the flow process, the
variogram fractal dimension (Dva) is found to be more successful one
than the others. The variogram method is a statistical method and is
suitable for self-affine data sets,55 and it analyzes the stochastic nature
of the roughness.61 This feature of the roughness has a more dominant
influence on the flow process. Meheust and Schmittbuhl59 investigated
the influence of roughness on flow on a rough fracture numerically and
reported that the effect of roughness on flow results directly from its
self-affinity. Although their study was performed at low Reynolds
numbers in contrast to ours, their finding is in conformity with our
observation in this study under high flow rates of Newtonian and non-
Newtonian fluids.

At this point, one may reasonably raise the question of why the

Fig. 8. Planar view of water flow in 6 shear displaced rough models. Blue areas correspond to air and yellow is dyed water (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.).

Table 2
Wetted areas by water (%) in joint and sheared fractures when water is injected.

Joint Horizontally displaced (sheared)
Sample (% Water) (% Water)

fr.1 39 55
fr.2 46 69
fr.3 27 71
fr.4s 37 54
fr.6 62 81
fr.7 34 72
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Dpsd was not as correlated as the Dva, even though it is also a
statistical method suitable for self-affine data sets55 and analyzes the
stochastic nature of the roughness.61 The answer can be sought in the
difficulty of the precise estimation of the fractal dimension through the
power spectral density method. The fractal dimension in this method is
calculated from the slope of the best-fit line adjusted to the spectral
plot, which consists of highly scattered data. This method could be
suitable for the data sets obtained from larger areas but our models are

limited in size. Develi and Babadagli51 and Babadagli and Develi60

discussed that the noisy character and wide-bandwidth scattered
nature of the data on spectral plot, especially in higher frequencies,
makes the obtainment of the appropriate slope a challenging task.
Brown and Scholz,54 Miller et al.,73 and Klinkenberg45 have already
pointed out this complexity as a major shortcoming of the method.
Thus, the poorer correlation capacity of Dpsd when compared to the
Dva can be attributed to this disadvantage of the power spectral

Fig. 9. Wetted areas correlated to different roughness parameters (variogram analysis, power spectral density and triangular prism fractal dimensions, and ratio of total area to planar
area) for six fracture models. Fluid injected: Water. Fracture type: Joint and horizontally displaced (sheared). L: Limestone, M: Marble.

Fig. 10. Pressure drop (permeability) correlated to different roughness parameters (variogram analysis, power spectral density and triangular prism fractal dimensions, and ratio of
total area to planar area) for seven fracture models. Fluid injected: water. Fluid injected: water. Fracture type: Joint and horizontally displaced (sheared). 1 psi=6896 Pa.
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density method. After a similar analysis, Carr and Benzer61 reported
the variogram method to be a more convenient tool for estimation of
stochastic fractal dimension.

The fractal dimensions Dtp by the triangular prism method reflects
the geometric (or shape) complexity of the roughness. The Dtp
dimensions calculated through this method defines the scaling proper-
ties of rough surfaces on the basis of surface area computation. The
roughness parameter At/Ap is also based on the surface area computa-
tion and defines the ratio of the total fracture surface area to the planar
fracture surface area. In a sense, this ratio defines the geometric
(shape) complexity of the roughness as Dtp. Thus, Dtp and the ratio At/
Ap may be evaluated as conceptually similar to each other even though
the latter is not a fractal dimension. In fact, the roles taken by these two
parameters in the flow process have considerably been in conformity
throughout this research whether they have showed correlation. The
distinctive trends of Dtp and the ratio At/Ap with the wetted areas in
the water flow through joint-type fractures and with the pressure drop
in the water flow through both joint-type and horizontally-displaced
fractures may be interpreted as such that the effect of stochastic nature
of roughness (i.e., Dva dimensions) on the flow process has also been
collaborated by the geometric (or shape) nature of roughness.

5. Quantitative analysis

Based on the results obtained from the qualitative analysis of the
experimental data, a quantitative study was carried out where wetted
area and pressure drop were correlated to the five variables (Dva,
Dpsd, Dtp, At/Ap, and average grain size – AGS) using multi variable
regression method. We begin with correlating these variables to the
wetted areas and pressure drops individually. Five different correlation
types (linear, logarithmic, exponential, inverse linear, and inverse
logarithmic) were tested and the ones yielding the highest regression
coefficient were selected for multivariable regression analysis. Two
example plots showing the relationship types against wetted areas and
pressure drop are given in Figs. 11 and 12, respectively). Next, the
correlations with different number of variables were generated. The
outcome of this exercise is summarized below.

5.1. Wetted areas for water flow

Six correlations were tested for joint and sheared fractures. As
shown in Tables 3 and 4, the strongest correlations were obtained for
both cases when all five parameters were included. When Dpsd was
excluded, a significant reduction in the regression coefficient (R2) was
observed (second equation with four variables in Tables 3 and 4).
Further removal of parameters (Dtp, At/Ap) did not change the R2

(third and fourth equations with three and two variables, respectively,
in Tables 3 and 4).

Based on the systematic trends observed for Dva and AGS in
Figs. 4a and 6a, these two parameters were correlated to wetted area
individually. Interestingly, Dva and AGS showed much stronger
correlations (R2=0.69 and 0.3, respectively) with the wetted area
(WA) for the sheared models (Table 4) compared to the joint ones
(R2 =0.08 and 0.07, respectively) (Table 3). In fact, Dva and AGS
yielded the strongest correlation among all parameters for both cases
(Figs. 11 and 12) but was much higher for the sheared model (R2=0.82
and 0.87 for the exponential correlation, respectively) compared to the
joint model (R2=0.28 [logarithmic correlation] and 0.40 [inverse linear
correlation], respectively).

Fig. 11. Testing different correlations between five variables and wetted areas for joint
fracture cases for water.

Fig. 12. Testing different correlations between five variables and pressure drop for joint
fracture cases for water.

Table 3
Correlations obtained for wetted area - joint fracture cases for water.

Equation Number of variables R2

e%WA = a +b +c +d +e
Dva

Dpsd
Dtp At

AP
AGS

1 1 1 1 5 0.99

e%WA = a +b +c +d +
Dva Dtp At

AP
AGS

1 1 1 1 4 0.74

e%WA = a +b +c +d +
Dva Dtp At

AP
AGS

1 1 1 1 3 0.73

c%WA = a +b +
Dva AGS

1 1 2 0.72

b%WA = a +
AGS

1 1 0.07

b%WA=a( ) +
Dva

1 1 0.08

Table 4
Correlations obtained for wetted area - sheared fracture cases for water.

Equation Number of variables R2

e e e%WA = ae +b +c +d +eDva
Dpsd

Dtp
At
Ap GR1

5 0.93

e e e e%WA=a +b +c +d +eDva Dtp
At
Ap AGS

4 0.69

e e e%WA=a +b +c +dDva Dtp AGS 3 0.69

e e%WA=a +b +cDva AGS 2 0.69

e%WA=a +bAGS 1 0.30

e%WA=a +bDva 1 0.69
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5.2. Pressure drop for water flow

Pressure drop correlations followed a similar trend for the joint
(Table 5) and sheared (Table 6) models. The highest R2 was obtained
when all five variables were included. What is interesting is that the
average grain size (AGS) yielded the strongest correlation when used as
the only variable, being much stronger for the joint case, whereas Dva

showed the weakest correlation with pressure drop (the last row in both
tables).

5.3. Wetted areas for polymer solution flow

The same multiple regression analysis procedure was followed for
the joint fracture cases of polymer solution flow. AGS yielded better
correlations than other roughness parameters (except the exponential
one) (Table 7). When all five parameters are considered, a correlation
with a relatively low R2 was obtained (0.76). When Dtp was excluded
as the parameter showing the weakest correlation, the R2 improved
slightly (0.78).

5.4. Pressure drop for water polymer solution flow

Table 8 showed that three fractal dimensions are very weakly
correlated. In addition to AGS, At/Ap also yielded a better correlation.
Interestingly, the low R2 (0.50) obtained for the correlation with five
variable, improved significantly (0.66) when the parameter showing the
least strong correlation (Dpsd) was excluded (Table 8).

The lower correlation coefficients obtained with polymer on the
joint fractures compared to the water cases indicate that the flow
related parameters such as viscosity or mobility ratio should be
considered in addition to the roughness parameters in the correlations.
One may infer from the lower R2 values obtained for the polymer case
(0.78 and 0.66 for the wetted area and pressure drop, respectively)
compared to the water ones (0.99 and 0.91 for the wetted area and
pressure drop, respectively), fluid rheological characteristic (mainly
viscosity) is almost equally important as the roughness parameters
especially on conductivity (pressure drop).

Overall, parameters defining geometric characteristics of fracture
surfaces (AGS, At/Ap, Dtp) should be considered with Dva (describing
the stochastic nature of the surfaces) in the hydraulic conductivity
modeling (pressure drop). The only exception is the wetted area case by
water on sheared fracture. Very strong dependency of the process to
Dva (Table 4) can be attributed to the nature of the process. Once
sheared, channels may develop and these channels may control the
process substantially (all cases in Fig. 8 showed severe channeling,
except Fr.6). This channeling process is controlled by the roughness
caused by shearing and is related to the stochastic nature of the
roughness, which can be defined by Dva.

A more general statement can be made regarding the conductivity;
it is controlled by the parameters related to the geometry of the
roughness. In a recent attempt, Jafari and Babadagli74 showed that the
fracture network conductivity is strongly related to the box-counting
dimension indicating that this property is related to the geometry of the
network rather than topography. The box-counting dimension repre-
sents the self-similar nature of the object as similar to Dtp and this
observation is consistent with our findings in regards to the roughness
parameters relation to conductivity.

6. Conclusions and remarks

Single phase flow experiments were performed on the transparent
replicas of fractures (developed from seven different rock types under
tension) using water and polymeric solution. The tests were performed
for joint type and horizontally displaced (sheared) fractures. The
invasion images acquired and pressure recorded were used to generate
the plots of wetted area representing invasion percolation and pressure
drop (i.e., permeability) against four different roughness parameters
(fractal dimensions obtained by variogram analysis, Dva, power
spectral density, Dpsd and triangular prism method, Dtp, and the
ratio of total and planar areas, At/Ap). In this analysis, the grain size
effect was also included. The following conclusions can be drawn and
remarks can be made from the observations.

Table 5
Correlations obtained for pressure drop - joint fracture cases for water.

Equation Number of variables R2

P

e ePD = a +b +c +d +e
Dva Dpsd

Dtp
At
AP

AGS
1 1 1 5 0.91

e e ePD = a +b +c +d +
Dva

Dtp
At
AP

AGS
1 1 4 0.88

e ePD = a +b +c +dDtp
At
AP

AGS
1 3 0.82

ePD = a +b +c
At
AP

AGS
1 2 0.82

PD = a +b
AGS

1 1 0.76

PD=a( ) + b
Dva

1 1 0.10

Table 6
Correlations obtained for pressure drop - sheared fracture cases for water.

Equation Number of variables R2

e D ePD = a +b +c +d +e
Dva

Dpsd tp
At
AP

AGS
1 1 5 0.99

e D ePD = a +b +c +d +eDpsd tp
At
AP

AGS
1 4 0.99

D ePD = a +b +c +dtp
At
AP

AGS
1 3 0.84

DPD = a +b +ctp AGS
1 2 0.57

PD = a +b
AGS

1 1 0.50

aln DPD= ( ) + bva 1 0.03

Table 7
Correlations obtained for wetted area - joint fracture cases with polymer solution.

Equation Number of variables R2

e e ce AGS%WA = a +b + +d +e lnDva Dpsd Dtp
At
Ap

1 5 0.76

e be ln%WA=a + +c +d +eDva Dpsd
At
Ap

AGS1 4 0.78

e e ln%WA=a +b +c +dDva Dpsd AGS 3 0.54

e ln%WA=a +b +cDva AGS 2 0.40

ln%WA=a +bAGS 1 0.32

e%WA=a +bDva 1 0.03

Table 8
Correlations obtained for pressure drop - joint fracture cases with polymer solution.

Equation Number of variables R2

e e e ePD = a +b +c +d +eDva
Dpsd

Dtp
At
AP AGS1 5 0.50

e e e ePD = a +b +c +dDva Dtp
At
AP AGS+e

4 0.66

e e e dPD = a +b +c +Dva
At
AP AGS

3 0.48

e e cPD = a +b +
At
AP AGS

2 0.46

ePD = a +bAGS 1 0.38

ePD=a +bDva 1 0.03
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6.1. Joint type fractures

No clear single trend was obtained for all rock types for either the
invasion of fluids (wetted areas) or pressure drop. Instead, two distinct
trends were typically observed for all four roughness parameters when
water flowed in a single fracture. Increasing Dva, Dpsd, Dtp, At/Ap
values and grain sizes resulted in more wetted areas regardless of the
rock type (i.e., limestone, granite, marble). Threshold values of Dva,
Dpsd, Dtp, At/Ap separating the two distinct trends were found as 1.3,
2.3, 2.007, and 1.083, respectively. A similar behavior was observed for
the polymeric solution case when Dva was used as the correlating
parameter. Dpsd also showed similar trends for both water and
polymeric cases below this threshold value. Above it, the trend of
wetted area change with Dpsd was the opposite (increasing fractal
dimension yielded smaller wetted area). No typical trend was obtained
for the polymeric solution when Dtp and At/Ap were used as the
correlating parameter.

Pressure drop followed a similar trend to the wetted area case when
plotted against Dva; i.e., two distinct trends separated by a threshold
value of Dva~1.3 were observed for both water and polymer solution
cases. Increasing grain sizes resulted in a decrease in pressure drop. In
the Dpsd cases, water and polymer showed similar trends but no
correlation was observed. Although Dtp and At/Ap showed good
correlations with the pressure drop in the water case (decreasing
pressure drop with increasing values, except the highest fractal
dimension case –Fr.1), no typical trends were observed with these
roughness parameters for the polymeric solution case. Hence, they can
be used as alternative to each other to represent the self-similar
(geometric shape) nature of fracture roughness.

The results showed that Dva can be used as roughness parameters
in modeling fracture flow regardless of the fluid type. It cannot,
however, capture all the characteristics of roughness and can be
considered together with Dtp and At/Ap in modeling single phase flow
in rough fractures. In all cases, Dtp and At/Ap showed identical trends.
Hence, they can be used as alternative to each other to represent the
self-similar (geometric shape) nature of fracture roughness. In model-
ing polymer flow, Dpsd could be incorporated if the fractal dimension
of the surface was (typically) less than 2.3.

Dva, Dtp, Dpsd, and At/Ap represents different roughness char-
acteristics of the surfaces and, ideally, they should be combined when
the roughness effect is to be incorporated in modeling single phase flow
in single fractures.

Grain size and fractal dimension are critical parameters in correlat-
ing fracture roughness to the hydraulic behavior of single fractures.

6.2. Horizontally displaced fractures

The wetted area in the horizontally displaced fracture cases was
systematically higher than in the joint type fracture cases (Fig. 3).
However, the displacement patterns were visually identical. The change
in the wetted area was similar for the four cases (Fr.2, Fr.6, Fr.1, Fr.4s).
Fr.3 and Fr.7, on the other hand, showed much larger wetted areas in
the sheared case. A linear trend was observed for the sheared case
when Dva was used as the roughness parameter but the bilinear
behavior was maintained for the Dpsd case. No correlation was
observed with the Dtp and At/Ap unlike the joint samples.

A bi-linear trend was observed when Dva was used as the rough-
ness parameter for the horizontally displaced case. Although no
systematic correlation was obtained, a similar trend to the joint case
(Fig. 5b) was observed when Dpsd was used as the roughness
parameter for the horizontally displaced case. Dtp and At/Ap yielded
linear correlations (increasing values of those parameters resulted in
an increase in pressure), which was opposite to the joint cases (Fig. 5c-
d).

Similar to the joint case, Dva can be used as a roughness parameter
to correlate the hydraulic behavior of single fractures. Although no

trends were observed for the wetted areas, Dtp and At/Ap showed
strong correlations with pressure drop. Hence, their combination with
Dva can be considered in incorporating the roughness effect into flow
modeling.

6.3. Quantitative analysis

A quantitative study was carried out to correlate wetted area and
pressured drop with five variables (Dva, Dpsd, Dtp, At/Ap, and average
grain size – AGS) using multi variable regression method. The
strongest correlations were obtained for both cases when all five
parameters were included.

The most interesting observation was the correlations obtained with
Dva and AGS individually. They showed much stronger correlation
with the wetted area (WA) on the sheared models (Table 4) compared
to the joint ones (Table 3).

When considered as a single variable, the AGS yielded the strongest
correlation, being much stronger for the joint case, whereas Dva
showed the weakest correlation with pressure drop.

The lower correlation coefficients obtained with polymer compared
to the water cases indicate that the viscosity term (mobility ratio)
should be considered in addition to the roughness parameters. Flow
behavior characteristic (mainly viscosity) is almost equally important
as roughness on fluid distribution (wetted area) and especially con-
ductivity (pressure drop).
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